Human body, senses, & health (K-1)
Word-family map

- backbone
- breastbone
- whalebone
- wishbone

- bone

- bony
- bonier
- boniest
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Word-family map

noises

noisemaker
noise-canceling

noise

noisy
noisier
noisiest
noisily
noiseless
noiselessly
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Word-family map

- red-hot
- white-hot
- hot-blooded
- hothead
- hot chocolate
- hot cocoa
- hot tub

hot

hotter
hottest
hotly
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Word-family map

darkroom
Dark Ages

dark

darkness
darker
darkest
darkly
darken
darkened
darkening
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Multiple-meaning-word map

My bookcase is heavy. Mom moves it into my room. My book is light. I move it into my room. (My toy box is heavy)

not heavy (adj)

The water came up and up, almost to her waist... Laura felt very light. Her feet were so light that they almost lifted off the creek bottom. (On the banks of Plum Creek)

light

After supper, I sit with her and she can reach right up and turn out the light if I fall asleep in her lap. (A chair for my mother)

something bright that helps you see (n), or a signal with a light in it (n)

Mary saw the red light and said, "Stop, Mike, stop! Don't go now!" (A cage for Blue Boy)
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**Multiple-meaning-word map**

Before long the horse would eat carrots and sugar from his **hand**.  
*(Blaze)*

Smiling, her father reached under his newspaper, slowly pulled out Missy’s science book, and **handed** it to her with a smile.  
*(Something’s missing!)*

The body part at the end of your arm (n)

Andy was extremely shy. He didn't raise his **hand** when he knew the answer because he was afraid to speak in class.  
*(Andy)*

To give someone something with your hands (v)

"Will you **hand** me that doll off the shelf? It's my doll. Can I have it quickly, please?"  
*(Eddie needs a doll)*
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